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lake isn t for everyone but it s adorable and it s my
May 24 2024

overall lake is a game about slowing down and enjoying yourself which is just such a
marked contrast to most other games today there s no existential threat to your universe
no bad guys to kill just packages to be delivered and conversations to be had as you go
about your two weeks in oregon

lake ign
Apr 23 2024

in the scenic adventure game lake meredith meets lots of new people gets into romances
helps prevent the construction of apartments gets reconnected with her bffs rats or bails
out a

lake pc review the indie game of the year game crater
Mar 22 2024

from the sun soaked streets to the cascading waterfalls tucked behind the creaky cabin
lake is undeniably beautiful dense foliage lines the cobbly incline beside the glistening
lake the sun rises from behind the staggeringly spectacular snow capped mountains

lake on steam
Feb 21 2024

lake it s 1986 meredith weiss takes a break from her career in the big city to deliver mail
in her hometown how will she experience two weeks in beautiful providence oaks with its
iconic lake and quirky community and what will she do next it s up to you

lake review a simple story in the shoes of a postal
worker
Jan 20 2024

it s a third person adventure narrative set at the end of the summer of 1986 in a leafy
sleepy village in oregon with yep a photogenic and peaceful lake at the centre of the
community

lake review a compelling and captivating narrative
tale
Dec 19 2023

the verdict a fantastic feat of storytelling and character building in relatively short time
lake demands to be played compelling narratives and characters unfold beautifully and



organically

review lake destructoid
Nov 18 2023

lake is a game all about mail delivery and relaxing in a rural town in oregon it s a
wholesome game about making friends in a new old place

lake reviews opencritic
Oct 17 2023

lake is rated fair after being reviewed by 48 critics with an overall average score of 67 it s
ranked in the bottom 34 of games and recommended by 40 of critics

lake review techraptor
Sep 16 2023

lake is just the latest example to show why it acts as a palette cleanser amongst more
bombastic titles currently releasing but never finds firm footing between an extended
reunion tour and low stakes drama

lake critic reviews opencritic
Aug 15 2023

lake has been reviewed by 48 critics and currently has a fair rating read and browse them
all to learn what the top critics in the video game industry are saying

lake review a game that s almost too wholesome for its
own good
Jul 14 2023

lake is a game that s almost too wholesome sometimes to the detriment of its emotional
beats in the reels and trailers for the indie game lake we re treated to a lovely panorama
of small town american life in the pacific northwest in the late 80s it s lovely full of pine
trees and flowers and the titular lake

lake review in 3 minutes youtube
Jun 13 2023

will cruz reviews lake developed by gamious lake on steam store steampowered com app
1118240 lake join youtube memberships and support our content



lake review ps5 a relaxing experience with fantastic
May 12 2023

lake is a relaxing experience with fantastic writing that came at the right time find out
what thought of lake in our playstation 5 review

lake review there s a shadow of grief pc invasion
Apr 11 2023

lake places players in the shoes of meredith weiss a 40 year old programmer using some
vacation time to fill in for her vacationing father in her hometown of providence oaks
oregon ignoring

lake review taking it very very slow easy screen rant
Mar 10 2023

lake review taking it very very slow easy by jacob zeranko published aug 31 2021 link
copied to clipboard lake developed by netherlands based studio gamious could be
described as a blend of firewatch and a mail delivery simulator but it s not quite clear if
that s good or bad

lake metacritic
Feb 09 2023

a fantastic feat of storytelling and character building in relatively short time lake demands
to be played compelling narratives and characters unfold beautifully and organically in an
adventure game that lets the player cobble together their own tales of providence oaks
read more

lake review adventure gamers
Jan 08 2023

lake is like the waves that break on its rural american northwest shore soothing and
peacefully regular in its routine making it ideal for those seeking a break from a hectic life
very good 4 0 stars a game of very high quality

lake game review i dream of indie youtube
Dec 07 2022

lake game review on the steam pc platform lake is also available on the xbox family of
consoles it s september 1 1986 you take on the role of forty so



central park and lake elizabeth yelp
Nov 06 2022

537 reviews and 1889 photos of central park and lake elizabeth this used to be my place to
jog at i loved it especially at night at night when there s almost no one there and the moon
s reflection hovers over half the lake it s the perfect spot to run at

10 best lake trails in tokyo alltrails
Oct 05 2022

explore the most popular lake trails in tokyo with hand curated trail maps and driving
directions as well as detailed reviews and photos from hikers campers and nature lovers
like you
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